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Always Keep the End User in Mind
• “Electronic journals, e-print archives and 
print journals together are fulfilling the 
needs of readers.  Scientists continue to read 
and today choose from alternatives that 
satisfy their specific needs and 
requirements, particularly to minimize their 
time and effort.”
Carol Tenopir, ASIS&T Conference, 2003
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Accessible Content
• Access is about linking and searching
• Challenge: connections in a distributed 
environment
• User: search and link regardless of 
publisher or location of content
• Publisher: visibility and traffic
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CrossRef’s Hats
• An independent membership 
association of scholarly publishers
• A cross-publisher citation linking 
network using the DOI
• One of nine official DOI registration 
agencies worldwide
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CrossRef Mission Statement
• To provide services that bring the scholar to 
authoritative primary content, focusing on 
services that are best achieved through 
collective agreement by publishers
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CrossRef Indicators
• 307 participating publishers
• 290 libraries and consortia
• 33 agents and affiliates
• 11.1 million items, 9,500 journals
• 6 million DOI resolutions/month
• >2.5 million DOIs retrieved per month
• ~300,000 records updated per month
• 650,000 book and proceedings DOIs
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Oldest content in CrossRef
• Digitization of backfiles – it’s all going 
electronic and getting DOIs
– 2.4 million in 2003 and over 2 million expected 
in 2004
• Vol 1, Issue 1, 1823, The Lancet
doi:10.1016/S0140-6736(01)18836-7
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CrossRef Developments
• Main CrossRef developments:
– Article network via reference links has reached 
critical mass
– Forward Linking – articles in context
– CrossRef Search - Cross-publisher full text 
search
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CrossRef Search powered by Google
• CrossRef Search Pilot
– Cross-disciplinary, full text search of journals 
and conference proceedings
– Normal Google search with results limited to 
authoritative scholarly content
– Content also available in regular Google 
searches
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CrossRef Search cont’d
– Publishers have CrossRef Search boxes on their 
normal search pages
– Pilot to run through end of 2004
• Evaluation of functionality, ranking, end user 
feedback
– DOIs used for indexing articles and linking 
from search results back to publisher
– Optional for CrossRef members – participation 
in Pilot to be expanded in 2004
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DOIs in Online Full Text
DOIs in Reference Citations
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DOIs as Article 
Locators
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DOIs in Google
Reference to 
article
Publisher Site
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Publish Ahead of Print
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Conclusion
• Collaboration – better access for end users
• Digitized backfiles, linked references, 
forward linking and full text search are all 
coming together for powerful system
• Easy accessibility for users via Distributed 
Integration
